In this paper a new particle-finite-volume hybrid algorithm for the joint velocityfrequency-composition PDF method for turbulent reactive flows is presented. This method is a combination of a finite-volume scheme and a particle method. The finitevolume scheme is used to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the particle method to solve the joint PDF transport equation. The motivation is to reduce the bias and the statistical error and to have an algorithm which is more efficient than stand-alone particle-mesh methods. Therefore, in the particle method we use the smoother mean density ρ and Favre averaged velocityŨ fields computed by the finite-volume scheme: This scheme is an Euler solver for compressible flow with the turbulent fluxes and the reaction term, which are computed by the particle algorithm, as source terms. Since some of the quantities are computed twice (i.e., the mean density ρ and the Favre averaged sensible internal energyẽ s ), by the finite-volume scheme and by the particle method, the hybrid algorithm is redundant. Although the model differential equations are consistent, it was difficult to satisfy consistency numerically, and an accurate particle tracking algorithm is crucial. Therefore a new scheme to interpolate the Favre averaged velocity has been developed which is second-order accurate and quasi conservative; i.e., it is based on the fluxes at the volume interfaces. Another important issue is the coupling between the finite-volume scheme and the particle method. A new time-averaging technique adds stability to the hybrid algorithm, and it also reduces the bias and the statistical error enormously. The properties of the new algorithm are demonstrated by results for a nonpremixed piloted-jet flame test case. First it is shown that the solution becomes statistically stationary and that it is internally consistent. Studies of the asymptotic behavior show that, for a given error tolerance, the new hybrid algorithm requires much less computer time than the stand-alone particle-mesh method (for this pilotedjet flame test case a factor of 20 times less). Finally, grid convergence studies verify that the scheme is second-order accurate in space.
INTRODUCTION
The calculation of complex turbulent reactive flows is of great importance for many engineering applications. The accuracy of such calculations depends mainly on turbulence models, combustion models, and the numerical algorithm. The task of turbulence modeling is to make the flow computations feasible without a great loss of accuracy. Reduced reaction mechanisms do the same for the chemistry. To solve the resulting set of equations accurate numerical algorithms are required. In the context of probability density function (PDF) methods, less attention has been paid to the last point, which is the motivation for this paper.
Traditional turbulence models, including two-equation models [20, 48] and secondmoment closures [19] , are based on Reynolds averaging techniques and yield modeled equations for statistical moments. In comparison to these models, PDF methods achieve closure through a modeled transport equation for the one-point, one-time PDF of certain fluid properties in a turbulent flow [8, 30, 31] . The advantage of PDF methods is that both convection and reaction are represented exactly without modeling assumptions. The tremendous amount of statistical information contained in the PDFs obviously provides a fuller description of turbulent flows than two-equation models or second-moment closures. An overview of turbulence theory and modeling approaches is given in [38] . During the past decade, progress in PDF methods has been made from several aspects: adopting a more advanced joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF method which provides a model for the turbulent time scale [39, 45] ; incorporating modeling techniques developed for secondmoment closures [10, 32, 33, 46] ; and developing a computationally efficient scheme to treat detailed reaction chemistry [36] . These models have been successfully applied to modeling several inert flows [1, 6, 25] , reactive flows, and turbulent flames [24, 27, 41] .
Different numerical solution algorithms are required for turbulence models of different levels. Moment closures result in a set of partial differential equations. These equations are usually solved numerically by finite-difference or finite-volume methods [17] . In contrast to moment-closure model equations, the modeled PDF transport equation has a completely different structure. It is a high-dimensional scalar transport equation, and it is infeasible to solve it with a finite-volume or a finite-difference method. From early times in the development of PDF methods, Monte Carlo techniques in which the PDF is represented by an ensemble of particles have been employed [29] . Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) are constructed to model the particle properties, e.g., velocity, composition, and frequency, such that the particles exhibit the same PDF as in turbulent flows.
Monte Carlo methods are widely used in computational physics [18] to solve highdimensional problems since the computational costs increase only linearly with the number of dimensions. Their application in PDF methods has progressed through different stages. In the first method, the particles are located at grid nodes in physical space [29] . Pope [30] then suggested that it is preferable to use a method in which the particles are continuously distributed. Later a hybrid method was implemented in the code PDF2DS in which composition PDFs are calculated by Monte Carlo methods while a finite-volume method is applied to solve for the mean velocity, dissipation, and mean pressure fields [2, 5, 27] . More recently, a stand-alone particle-mesh algorithm has been developed for the joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF model [35] . This method is implemented in the code PDF2DV [34] . This is a code to calculate statistically stationary two-dimensional (plane or axi-symmetric) turbulent reactive flows using the joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF method. It has been applied in several published calculations [1, 7, 9, 41, 47] .
The motivation for the current work was to develop an algorithm for the joint velocityfrequency-composition PDF model which has less statistical and bias error than the previously developed stand-alone particle-mesh algorithms and is, therefore, more efficient. In the new method a finite-volume scheme is applied to solve the Reynolds averaged NavierStokes equations. The way the thermodynamic coupling is done is crucial, and the present approach was inspired by that of Colucci et al. [4] . The quantities extracted from the particle field and fed into the finite-volume scheme are the turbulent fluxes, the Favre averaged energy source term, and the ratio of the Favre averaged sensible enthalpy to the Favre averaged sensible internal energy. The particles in the particle method evolve according to the joint PDF (JPDF) transport equation.
This work is contemporaneous with the parallel study of Muradoglu et al. [26] . A distinction between these works is the coupling method. Muradoglu et al. use a loose coupling approach in which each outer iteration consists of many iterations of the finite-volume solver followed by many time steps of the particle method. Here, in contrast, we use a tight coupling approach in which each outer iteration consists of a single finite-volume iteration and a single step of the particle method. This tightly coupled algorithm has been implemented in the code PDF-2D-FV. Opposed to the studies in [26] , this paper deals with an axi-symmetric test case of a nonpremixed piloted-jet flame and major improvements of the algorithm were necessary:
• Since it is crucial to achieve consistency between the finite volume data and the particle data a novel interpolation scheme for the mean velocity field has been developed and is described in Section 5.7 and Appendix A.
• To ensure that the mean of the fluctuating components of the particle velocities is ≈0 (and is numerically consistent with the model) it is necessary to correct the fluctuating components of the particle velocities. The correction algorithm is explained in Section 5.8.
• The bias error can be reduced to an acceptable level by applying very large numbers of particles. This is a feasible approach if there are not too many cells, as in most 1D applications. In multidimensions, however, the sensitivity of the bias error on the number of particles determines mainly the efficiency of the PDF algorithm for a given level of numerical accuracy. Therefore a novel time-averaging technique has been developed and has proved to reduce the bias error dramatically (not only the statistical error as most other time-averaging schemes do). The time-averaging scheme is presented in Section 5.9 and explained in detail in Appendix B.
• In a systematic study the hybrid algorithm is carefully compared with an established particle mesh method in terms of numerical accuracy and efficiency (Section 6).
Like PDF2DV, the hybrid algorithm presented here simulates statistically stationary twodimensional (plane or axi-symmetric) turbulent reactive flows. The computational domain is divided into M x × M y cells, and the total number of particles is N p . The modeled SDEs for the particle properties are solved by a pseudo-time marching scheme with time-step t. The primary numerical parameters in PDF-2D-FV calculations are M x × M y , t, and N p .
Since the focus of this work was to demonstrate the numerical behavior of the hybrid algorithm, the accuracy of the turbulence model and that of the combustion model have not been studied here. A flamelet model is used for the chemistry, but more detailed chemical reaction mechanisms have been used for PDF modeling studies, e.g., in [50] .
In the next section the thermo-chemistry is explained. Section 3 introduces the PDF transport equation and shows how it is related to the Navier-Stokes equations and the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Section 4 explains how the unclosed terms in the JPDF transport equation are modeled, and in Section 5 the new algorithm to solve the modeled PDF transport equation is described. Finally results of a nonpremixed piloted-jet flame test case (in Section 6) demonstrate the numerical properties of the algorithm. In the appendices some of the numerical issues are explained in detail; in particular, in Appendix A the velocity interpolation scheme and in Appendix B the time-averaging technique are described.
THERMO-CHEMISTRY
We consider reactive and nonreactive flow of ideal gas mixtures. In this section the thermo-chemistry of an ideal gas mixture is described. Some nonstandard quantities are introduced to re-express the equation of state in a form suitable for the hybrid approach.
The thermo-chemical state of the fluid is characterized by the pressure p, the temperature T , and the mass fractions
T of the N s species. The molecular weight of species α is W α and its gas constant is
where R is the universal gas constant. The thermodynamic database thermdat of the CHEMKIN package is used giving for each species α the values of the specific enthalpy of formation h 0 α at the reference temperature T 0 = 298.15 K and the constant-pressure specific heat c pα (T ) as polynomial function of T . The specific sensible enthalpy is given by
where the (nonstandard) mean specific heatc pα (T ) is defined by Eq. (2) to bē
The specific sensible internal energy is given by
wherec vα is defined similarly toc pα . For the mixture, the specific sensible enthalpy is
and
similar equations define e s (Y, T ),c p (Y, T ),c v (Y, T ), and R(Y)
. Furthermore, with U being the fluid velocity, the total sensible enthalpy is
and the total sensible energy is
The ideal gas law
where ρ is the density, is applied. The above definition ofc p andc v allows the equation of state to be written in terms of e s rather than T as
where γ is defined by
Note that ifc p is independent of T , then
The net chemical reaction rate for species α is S α , defined so that, for a homogeneous mixture, the mass fractions evolve by
Finally the reaction energy source termQ iṡ
For the present calculations we assume that S α does not depend on the pressure.
JOINT PDF FORMULATION
In this section the JPDF transport equation and its relation to the Navier-Stokes equations and to the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations are explained. The basic idea of PDF methods is to describe the state of the flow at the location x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) at the time t in terms of a one-point one-time Eulerian mass-weighted probability density functionf (V, Ψ; x, t) of the velocity U = (U 1 , U 2 , U 3 )
T and the composition variables
T (species mass fractions and sensible enthalpy). The sample space variable corresponding to
T and the sample space variable correspond-
has been derived from the Navier-Stokes equations [30] and is exact (. denotes mass (Favre) averaged quantities and · denotes volume (Reynolds) averaged quantities). Equation (13) is a scalar transport equation and must be solved in N s + 8 dimensions (velocity-compositionphysical space plus time). The first term is the time derivative off , the second term is for the evolution off in the physical space, ∂ p /∂ x j is for the acceleration because of the mean pressure gradient, and the last term on the left-hand side evolvesf in the composition sample space due to chemical reactions. It is remarkable that all these terms are in closed form and do not have to be modeled. The terms which still have to be modeled in order to close Eq. (13) are those on the right-hand side, i.e., the effects of the viscous stress tensor τ i j and of the fluctuating pressure gradients ∂ p /∂ x j and the effect of the molecular diffusion fluxes J α i (of the scalar α in direction x i ). Notice that these are conditional probabilities. For later explanations it is important to mention that the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
can be derived from (13) by integration. Because only high-Reynolds-number flow remote from walls is considered here, the molecular effects in the conservation equations are neglected. By definition h s = h s −h s and u = U −Ũ. Finally the mean equation of state is given by
MODELED JPDF EQUATION
To model also the turbulence frequency ω(x, t) a modeled transport equation of the mass weighted joint velocity-frequency-composition PDFf is solved [12, 45] .
We define the mass density function (mdf) F and the one-point one-time Eulerian massweighted joint velocity-frequency-composition PDFf of U(x, t), Φ(x, t) and ω(x, t) by (17) where θ is the sample space variable of ω.
Because of the high-dimensional space in whichf , evolves (together with θ the number of dimensions is N s + 8; e.g., in 3D with 20 species the number of dimensions is 28) it is infeasible to solve the modeled transport equation forf using a finite-difference or finitevolume scheme. Fortunately with the Monte Carlo approach (Lagrangian view; particle method) the computational costs increase only linearly with the number of sample space dimensions, and therefore PDF simulations are feasible.
From a Largrangian viewpoint, the flow is represented by a set of particles which evolve by stochastic differential equations. This is done so that the particles exhibit the same JPDF as the solution of the modeled JPDF transport equation. Each particle has a set of properties {m * , X * , U * , Φ * , ω * }, where m * represents the mass of the particle, X * its coordinate, U * the velocity, Φ * the composition vector, and ω * the particle's turbulence frequency (the superscript * denotes that the quantity is a particle property). For the evolution of F, model equations have been developed, using the modeling theories for turbulent reactive flows. Models are required only for the pressure-strian-rate correlation, mixing, and dissipation. Models for particle velocity, turbulence frequency, and molecular mixing are described in the following subsections. These are not the most sophisticated models, but serve to illustrate the coupling issues addressed here.
Velocity Model
In PDF methods, the fluid particle velocity U + (t) is represented by the stochastic particle velocity U * (t) and various Langevin models have been developed to model the evolution of the particles in the velocity-sample-space [10, 30, 32, 46] . Here we use the simplest one; the simplified Langevin model (SLM),
where
is the conditional Favre averaged turbulence frequency;
is the turbulence kinetic energy; and C 0 and C are model constants (Table I) . Diffusion process is represented by a Wiener process W(t), where 
The SLM is equivalent to Rotta's model at the second-moment-closure level.
In the numerical algorithm (presented in Section 5) a modeled transport equation for g(v, Ψ, θ; x, t) is solved. The functiong is the JPDF in the fluctuating velocity-frequencycomposition space, and v is the sample space variable of the fluctuating (Favre) velocity u. In place of U * (t) the fluctuating part u * (t) of the particle velocity becomes a particle property. The following modified Langevin equation,
has been derived from (18) . In contrast tof , the modified JPDFg contains no information about the mean velocityŨ, butf andg are otherwise equivalent.
Model for the Turbulence Frequency
To close Eq. (21) or (18) a model for the conditional turbulence frequency is needed. In many PDF codes a model for the mean dissipation (e.g., the k − ε model) is used to estimate . In the joint velocity-frequency-composition model the turbulence frequency ω * is a particle property, and to account for external intermittency effects, Eq. (19) is used to estimate . The model constant C (Table I ) is chosen such that equalsω for fully devolped homogeneous turbulence. Using this approach the Favre averaged turbulence dissipation can be defined asε
The stochastic model for ω
where C 3 and C 4 are model constants (Table 1 ) [12, 45] , and W (t) is a Wiener process, independent of that in the velocity model. In Eq. (23), S ω is the source of turbulence frequency. Here it is modeled as
where P is the turbulence production
and C ω1 and C ω2 are further model constants (Table I ).
Mixing Model
The Lagrangian approach is also used to model the scalar properties Φ + (t), i.e., N s mass fractions Y α and the sensible enthalpy h s , following a particle. That is, Φ + (t) is modeled by a stochastic process Φ * (t). The effects of molecular diffusion are accounted for by a mixing model. Here the simplest model, the IEM or LMSE model [8] , is applied, so that the particle composition evolves by
where the standard model constant C φ is used (Table I) , and S is the source term due to the chemical reactions. Mixing models ae crucial in PDF calculations of turbulent nonpremixed flames with finite-rate kinetics. The IEM model is problematic in this respect [37, 43] ; however, good results are obtained when it is used in conjuction with equilibrium or flamelet models for near equilibrium nonpremixed flames [49] , as is the case here. For the species (α = 1, 2, . . . , N s ) the source S α in Eq. (26) is the reaction rate; for enthalpy (α = N s + 1) the source is
NUMERICAL SCHEME
Although the Monte Carlo technique has proven to be an effective tool for solving the modeled JPDF evolution equation (Section 4), and JPDF methods are successfully applied to many flow problems of practical relevance, they are relatively expensive because many particles are required to keep the bias and the statistical error small. In the past, various strategies have been applied to solve the modeled JPDF transport equation (see Fig. 1 ). The idea of using a hybrid algorithm to reduce the statistical and the bias error is not new. Previous schemes are either only composition PDF methods or the modeled equations are inconsistent (e.g., in PDF2DS there are two values of the turbulent kinetic energy k; one computed by the k − ε model and one computed by the PDF model). In PDF2DV, which is the implementation of a stand-alone particle-mesh method, the joint velocity-frequencycompositon PDF transport equation is solved, and there are no internal inconsistencies. Numerical issues of this stand-alone particle-mesh method are the following.
• Many particles per cell are required to keep the bias and statistical error small. This makes simulations expensive.
• A Poisson equation has to be solved for the mean pressure and contains damping and smoothing terms that make it quite complicated.
The goal of the present work was to devlop a hybrid scheme that solves for the joint velocityfrequency-composition PDF, is internally consistent, and is more efficient than stand-alone
particle-mesh methods. The new algorithm is implemented in the code PDF-2D-FV and has the following properties:
• The joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF evolution equation for turbulent reactive flow is solved.
• It is a combination of a finite-volume scheme and a particle method.
• The modeled equations solved by the two methods are consistent.
• Internal consistency is approximately satisfied on the numerical level.
• The bias and statistical errors are much smaller than those for stand-alone particle-mesh methods (for a given number of particles per cell).
• No Poisson equation for the mean pressure has to be solved.
• It is much more efficient than stand-alone particle-mesh methods.
In this section a general description of the PDF-2D-FV code is given. Like PDF2DV the code is designed to model statistically stationary two-dimensional (plane or axisymmetric) turbulent reactive flows.
Basic Idea
On an empirical basis it has been found that in stand-alone particle-mesh methods the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18) is one of the main sources of the bias error. This term causes the particle velocity components U * i to relax toward the meanŨ i which is extracted from the particle field itself. The present method does not have this problem since (21) is solved instead, where the fluctuating particle velocity components u * i relax toward zero. In fact, we solve for the modeled JPDFg(v, Ψ, θ; x, t), which is equivalent tõ f (V, Ψ, θ; x, t), except that it contains no information aboutŨ i . The mean velocity field is computed separately by a finite-volume scheme which solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (14) (the right-hand side is computed by the particle code). Notice thatf (V, Ψ, θ; x, t) =g(V −Ũ, Ψ, θ; x, t) and that the hybrid scheme is consistent on the level of the modeled equations. To have a stable, accurate, and consistent scheme it is crucial to satisfy this consistency numerically (notice that the coupled scheme is redundant; i.e., the mean density and the Favre averaged sensible internal energy are computed twice). Next a sketch of the hybrid algorithm is given, the properties of our finite-volume scheme are outlined, the particle method is explained, and some important coupling issues are discussed.
Hybrid Algorithm
Here a short outline of the new hybrid algorithm is given (Fig. 2) . At the beginning the finite-volume and the particle data are initialized. Then the finite-volume scheme is advanced one pseudo time step (Section 5.3), and the Favre averaged velocity field and the mean density field are fed into the particle method. These mean fields are estimated at each particle position using an interpolation scheme (Section 5.7). In the particle code (Section 5.4), the particles evolve in the physical space, in the velocity sample space, in the frequency sample space, and in the composition sample space. To evolve the particles in the composition sample space as a result of chemical reactions, a chemical interface is called for each particle. are fed into the finite-volume scheme (they are also used for the next particle method time step) and another time step starts. This loop is repeated until the solution has converged.
Finite-Volume Scheme
To solve the Reynolds averaged equations (14) a cell-centered finite-volume scheme for the inhomogeneous compressible Euler equations with source terms was implemented. It is a 2D (plane or axisymmetric) code which uses rectangular grids with the cells (i, j) (Fig. 3) . The cell centers are located at (x 1 i , x 2 j ), and the grid nodes are located at ( (1/2) ). The size of cell (i, j) in the x 1 and x 2 directions is given by
, respectively. We use explicit local time stepping (the pseudo time step size t is chosen according to the CFL stability criterion with a Courant number of 0.5) and a characteristic based Riemann solver is used for the computation of the fluxes at the volume interfaces [13, 42] . This solver is based on the idea of linearizing the Riemann invariants along the characteristics. For low-Mach-number flow, in spite of its simplicity, it is as accurate as more complicated and more expensive scheme such as Roe's approximate Riemann solver [40] (which does a much better job for high-Mach-number flows). Second-order spatial accuracy is obtained by applying the MUSCL scheme in combination with the minmod limiter [44] . All the other terms besides the inviscid fluxes are source terms extracted from the particle field. To avoid nonphysical oscillations in regions with nonconstantγ (10) a correction scheme [13, 15, 28] is applied. In order to overcome the stiffness problem at low Mach numbers a preconditioning technique, based on artificial reduction of the speed of sound, is used [13, 14] .
FIG. 3.
Grid used in the finite-volume scheme and in the particle method.
Particle Method
In this section it is shown how mean fields are extracted from the particle data, how the particles evolve in the physical space, how the SDEs (21) and (23) are solved, and how the mixing model (26) is implemented. All this is done in the same way as in the code PDF2DV [34] .
Estimation of Means from the Particle Data
Mean fields are used for three purposes:
• Some of the coefficients in the SDEs are mean fields.
• The source terms in the finite-volume scheme are cell averages of mean fields.
• Mean fields represent the results.
To represent mean fields we use the same rectangular grid with the cells (i, j) as for the finite-volume method (Fig. 3) . For the estimation and interpolation of mean fields we use different basis functions:
• To estimate mean particle properties at the grid node with the location ( (Fig. 4) .
• The same bilinear basis functionĝ i+ (x) is used to interpolate properties from the grid nodes to the particle positions.
• To estimate mean particle properties in cell (i, j) the top-hat functionĝ i, j (x) is used, which is 1 for x in cell (i, j) and 0 otherwise.
It is important to mention that at any location x within the computational domain the sum of all components of each basis function (ĝ andĝ, respectively) is one. Table II shows which means are extracted from the particle field. Favre averaged means at the grid nodes such as u u k are estimated from the particle field as for kernel estimation and interpolation.
and for mean quantities at the cell centers such as ρQ the approximation
is used. Derivatives at the grid nodes such as ∂( ρ u u k )/∂ x 1 are obtained by central differences as follows:
The Reynolds stresses u i u j , the scalar fluxes u i h s ,γ , and the energy source term ρQ have to be estimated to close the system (14) . All the other quantities in Table II , i.e.,
are used to close the particle evolution equations. 
whereŨ is computed by the finite-volume scheme at the volume interfaces and then interpolated to the particle position X * (Section 5.7). To achieve second-order accuracy we apply the midpoint rule [34] . The first half step
is performed to approximate the midpoint X * n+ (1/2) . The superscript n denotes the old time level and n + 1 the new time level. Then u * n+1 is computed at the midpoint and used to perform the time step
to get the new particle position X * n+1 .
Simplified Langevin Model
Defining
To solve (34) numerically we apply the following second-order scheme [10, 34] 
where ξ i is a random variable with standard normal distribution. The coefficients a i , b i j , and c are evaluated at the midpoint.
Turbulence Frequency Model
With
we write (23) as
For the numerical integration of Eq. (36) the coefficients A, B, and C are considered to be frozen during one time step (evaluated at the midpoint) [34] . Then exact expressions for the mean and variance of ω
Thus the new particle frequency is set to
where ξ is a random variable with standard normal distribution, independent of that in the velocity model. The max-function in (39) is to guarantee realizability, and, as may be verified, it does not prevent the convergence of the method as t tends to zero.
IEM Mixing Model
The ideal implementation of the IEM mixing model (26) has the following properties:
1. It guarantees realizability (boundedness). 2. It conserves the mean. 3. It is accurate in time. 4. It is spatially accurate.
The implementation described here (which follows [34] ) is ideal with respect to 1, 2, and 3, and it has the spatial accuracy of cloud-in-cell (CIC) [11] . For the ith particle with composition vector Φ * i (t), position X * i and mass m * i , the IEM model is
where i is the mean conditional frequency (24) at X * i , andΦ i is the Favre averaged Φ at X * i . Additionally to (40) the particles evolve in the composition sample space because of chemical reactions. The essence of the implementation is to specify a valid numerical approximationΦ i toΦ i such that the implementation of (40) has the properties listed above.
With i andΦ i frozen, the exact increment in Φ * i over a time t is
Let F α be the value ofΦ at the grid node α and letĝ α (X * i ) be the linear basis function coefficient, so that interpolation from the corners α to the particle position X * i yieldŝ
Thus
Now the global change of Φ is
Using (44), the right-hand side can be rewritten
Evidently a sufficient definition for F α to satisfy δG = 0, i.e., to have a conservative implementation, is given by
This is the CIC mean with particle weighting m * i d i [34] . In summary, IEM is implemented via Eq. (41), with d i ,Φ i , and F α being defined by Eq. (42), (43), and (48).
Consistency Issues
It has already been mentioned that the new algorithm is consistent at the level of the modeled equations. That is, if these equations were solved exactly (without numerical error), then the fields that are represented in both the finite-volume and particle methods would be identical. But it is difficult to satisfy consistency numerically. The mean density and the Favre averaged sensible internal energy fields are computed twice and therefore the algorithm is redundant (Section 5.1). First we define the mean particle mass density,
Since q represents the mean fluid density ρ it is a consistency requirement that q = ρ . In addition to an accurate interpolation (Section 5.7) ofŨ from the finite-volume data to the particle positions, it is required that u * i | x = 0 everywhere (Section 5.8). An additional consistency requirement is that the Favre averaged sensible internal energyẽ s computed by the finite-volume scheme corresponds well to the one computed by the particle method. Therefore, besides tracking the particles accurately, the scalar fluxes u * i h * s | x , which are fed into the finite-volume scheme, have to be accurate.
Coupling
In Section 5.2, a sketch of the new hybrid algorithm was shown; in Section 5.3, the properties of the finite-volume scheme were outlined; and in Section 5.4, it was described how mean quantities are extracted from the particle data and how the particle evolution equations are solved. Here we discuss the coupling of the two schemes, the finite-volume scheme to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the particle method to model the evolution ofg. Table III shows which information has to be exchanged between the two parts of the algorithm. Next it is described how the Favre averaged velocityŨ is interpolated from the finite-volume data to the particle positions and how it is achieved that u * | x remains zero.
Velocity Field Interpolation
In Section 5.5 it was pointed out that an accurate scheme for the interpolation ofŨ from the finite-volume data to the particle positions is required in order to have good agreement between the mean particle mass density q and the mean fluid density ρ which is computed From the finite-volume schemeŨ, ρ to the particle method by the finite-volume scheme. We have developed an interpolation scheme which is based on the fact that in a flow with a velocity field U(x, t) the volume dV (t) of an infinitesimal material volume evolves by
and the fluid density by
Similarly, the expected mass density q of particles evolves by
Thus the dilatation field ∇ ·Ũ experienced by the particles is of fundamental importance in particle methods. Our particles move with velocityŨ + u * . For such particles it can be shown that (51) applies [30, 38] . For constant density flow ∇ ·Ũ is zero, and in the steady-state for variable ρ we have ∇ · ( ρ Ũ ) = 0, which is satisfied in a weak form using cell centered finite-volume methods. Therefore it makes most sense to use the mean velocities at the volume interfaces (computed by the flux solver) for the interpolation to the particle positions.
Our new interpolation scheme has the following properties:
• Within one cell the representation ofŨ 1 is quadratic in x 1 and linear in x 2 , and correspondingly the representation ofŨ 2 is quadratic in x 2 and linear in x 1 .
• The dilatation field ∇ ·Ũ varies bilinearly with x 1 and x 2 within each cell.
• For constant density flow in the steady state the interpolated Favre averaged velocity field fulfills exactly ∇ ·Ũ = 0 everywhere.
• The interpolated component U i is continuous in the x i direction, but in general not continuous in the x j direction, if j = i. This is a compromise necessary to avoid oscillations and to satisfy other requirements.
All these issues are discussed further in Appendix A, where the interpolation scheme is explained.
Velocity Correction in the Nondeterministic Case
With the velocity interpolation scheme presented in Appendix A we approximately achieve consistency between the mean particle mass density q and the mean fluid density ρ , if the flow is laminar, i.e., if the particle property u * is zero for all particles. In the nondeterministic case, i.e., if u * is not zero for all particles, an additional requirement besides an accurate interpolation of the Favre averaged velocity field is that the expectation of the fluctuating velocity componentsũ, i.e., u * | x , remains zero everywhere. To achieve this we correct u * by subtracting the time average of the precorrected meanũ(X * ) (time averaging is explained in Section 5.9) after each time step.
Time Averaging
To achieve a stable scheme and to reduce the statistical and the bias error of a quantityβ, which stands, for example, for u i u k , u i h s , ρQ , orγ , we use the following time-averaging technique,β
The significance of the time-averaging factor K is that K t is the characteristic timeaveraging time, and thus K expresses this time as a number of steps. The subscript i indicates the instantaneous value, and the superscripts n and n + 1 denote the old and new time levels, respectively. The new valueβ n+1 is determined from the old valueβ n weighted with the factor µ and the instantaneous valueβ n+1 i weighted with 1 − µ. In Appendix B a model system for studying the coupled system is analyzed. It is important to mention that the time-averaged quantities are also used in the SDEs.
TEST CASE: NONPREMIXED PILOTED-JET FLAME
This test case is an axisymmetric nonpremixed piloted-jet flame for which there exist experimental data [21, 22] and results from other PDF simulations [49] . The purpose is to compare the new hybrid scheme (implemented in the code PDF-2D-FV ) with the standalone particle-mesh method (implemented in the code PDF2DV [34] ) in terms of accuracy and efficiency. We chose the same grids, the same initial and boundary conditions, the same turbulence models, and the same flamelet model used by Xu and Pope for their simulations [49] . It is important to mention here that the conclusions from the numerical studies are likely to be independent of the combustion model. An accurate description of the numerical test case is given in their paper.
A sketch of the burner used in the experiments on this flame is published in [22] . An axisymmetric jet of methane fuel with radius R jet = 3.6 mm is centered in an annular pilot (R pilot = 9 mm). The pilot burns a mixture of stoichiometric composition and provides a heat source to stabilize the main jet at the exit plane. The flame is accompanied by an unconfined coflow stream of air. The bulk velocity in the jet is specified to be U jet = 41 m/s, the pilot has a velocity U pilot = 24 m/s, and the coflow velocity is U coflow = 15 m/s. These conditions correspond to the flame L in Masri et al. [23] . Measurements have been performed for temperatures using thermocouples, velocity by LDA, and compositions by sample probes. Experimental data are published by Masri et al. [22] and are also available at the FTP site (Internet) of the University of Sydney [21] .
Although the agreement between the experimental data and the computational results is not emphasized in this study, the Favre averaged velocity and mixture fraction profiles 40R jet downstream of the nozzle are shown in Fig. 5 and compared with experimental data by Masri et al. [22] and with results of a simulation with the code PDF2DV [34, 49] . For both simulations the same 40 × 40 grid has been used, and in comparison to the previous computations [3, 24, 41] these results are quite satisfactory considering the simple velocity model, mixing model, and thermo-chemistry used.
Convergence Results
Numerical experiments are conducted to isolate the statistical, the time stepping, the bias, and the discretization error. The statistical error in the results is reduced by time averaging.
FIG. 5.
Comparison of Favre averaged velocity and mixture fraction profiles at x = 40R jet (experimental data [21, 22] , numerical results with PDF2DV [34, 49] , and numerical results with PDF-2D-FV; for the simulations the same 40 × 40 grid has been used).
The particle time steps t fulfill the criterion t ≤ min(
, and no differences in the results of simulations with smaller particle time steps could be observed. Also Xu and Pope [49] showed that the time-stepping error is negligible if the time step size satisfies the CFL condition and is smaller than the turbulence time scale. The numerical parameter for studying the bias error is the average number of particles per cell N pc in combination with the time-averaging factor K . For the spatial discretization error the relevant parameter is the number of cells M 2 : The grid spacings vary as
The stationarity of numerical solutions is first inspected. Next the bias error is investigated, and finally the spatial discretization error is analyzed.
Stationary Solution
Like PDF2DV, the new hybrid code PDF-2D-FV is designed to treat statistically stationary flows, such as the piloted-jet flame. In Fig. 6 the residual of the finite-volume part of the code is shown as a function of time steps for two different numbers of particles per cell N pc and for two different time-averaging factors K (for the piloted-jet flame test case with a 40 × 40 grid). The two lowest curves represent the convergence histories of two simulations with the same C bias = N pc K = 4000 (the bias error is the same for the same C bias ; Section 6.4), but with N pc = 10 and N pc = 40, respectively. It may be seen that in each case the residual generally decreases over the first 3000-6000 time steps, and then it achieves statistical stationarity. In the statistically stationary state, the levels of the residuals are determined by the statistical fluctuations arising from the particle code. The simulation with N pc = 10 reaches the statistically stationary state in 6000 time steps (about 1 hour on a 400-MHz Pentium machine), and the simulation with N pc = 40 requires 4000 time steps (almost 3 hours on a 400-MHz Pentium machine).
Internal Consistency
Here it is shown that the mean density ρ field from the finite-volume data and the mean particle mass density q field are approximately consistent. In Fig. 7 contour lines of these two fields are shown in the same plot, and a very good agreement can be observed. 
Bias Error
The bias error is the deterministic error caused by using a finite number of particles. Simulations using the same 40 × 40 grid, but with different N pc have been performed. In which we chose to study the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm, as N pc is increased. The same points have been chosen by Xu and Pope [49] to study the bias error of the stand-alone particle-mesh algorithm. Figure 9 shows the asymptotic behavior (at these two points) of the quantitiesŨ 1 /U coflow , the Favre averaged mixture fraction, k/U 2 coflow , andω R jet /U coflow. On the x axis 1/N pc is shown, and the points represent the values (K = 100 and N pc = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160). The long lines are the least-squares lines (using these data points), and the short lines are the corresponding least-squares lines of the studies with the stand-alone particle-mesh method PDF2DV. The intersection of these lines with the ordinate is the extrapolation to N −1 pc = 0, i.e, the bias-free result corresponding to an infinite number of particles. The slopes of the lines indicate the magnitude of the bias error. One can see that the short lines are much steeper, which shows that, for a given N pc (and K = 100), the new hybrid scheme leads to a much smaller bias error.
Also shown are the least-squares lines of the results obtained by increasing K instead of increasing N pc (N pc = 10 and K = 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600). These lines are almost identical with the least-squares lines using the values of the results with K = 100 and N pc = 10, N pc = 20, N pc = 40, N pc = 80, and N pc = 160, which shows that multiplying K by a factor b has the same effect on the bias error as multiplying N pc by b. The vertical line in the last plot in Fig. 9 shows how many particles are needed to obtain less than 5% bias error (notice that the relative bias error of k is larger than the bias error of the first moments). This can be achieved with K = 100 and N pc = 55 or with K = 550 and N pc = 10. For the same error tolerance at the same locations more than 1400 particles are necessary with the stand-alone particle-mesh method. With K = 550 and N pc = 10 the hybrid scheme converges in about 7000 time steps, which means that 70,000 particle time steps per cell have to be performed. The stand-alone particle-mesh method was shown to converge in about 1000 time steps, and therefore 1,400,000 particle time steps have to be computed for each cell. From this and the required CPU time (about 1 hour for the hybrid scheme on a 400-MHz Pentium machine) we conclude that the new algorithm is more than 20 times more efficient than the stand-alone particle-mesh method (for this test case). No attempt has been made yet to optimize the choice of K and N pc for a given C bias = N pc K . 
Spatial Discretization Error
The spatial discretization error is the deterministic error caused by using a finite number of grid cells. Here we show that the hybrid algorithm is second-order accurate in space and that its asymptotic behavior is comparable to that of the stand-alone particle-mesh method. Forω and k the agreement is less satisfactory. Possible reasons for these discrepancies are:
• On each grid the bias free result is an extrapolated value (and hence subject to extrapolation error).
• The grid converged results are extrapolated values of the bias free results on different grids (and hence subject to extrapolation error).
• The results still contain statistical error.
CONCLUSIONS
A new hybrid algorithm for solving the joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF transport equation has been developed and implemented in the code PDF-2D-FV. The important aspects of this algorithm are:
• It solves the joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF evolution equation for turbulent reactive flow.
• The modeled equations are consistent.
• It is internally consistent and robust.
• It reaches a statistically stationary state.
• It converges for N pc → ∞.
• It converges for M → ∞.
Some of the issues which had to be addressed are listed below.
• Internal consistency: The interpolation of the Favre averaged velocity fieldŨ from the finite-volume data to the particle positions, such that ∇ ·Ũ behaves properly, is crucial to obtaining consistent ρ andẽ s fields.
• Stable coupling between the finite-volume scheme and the particle method: This is achieved by using a time-averaging technique.
• Reduction of the statistical and bias error: Instead of the ρ andŨ fields extracted from the particles, the corresponding smoother fields, computed by the finite-volume scheme, are used in the particle method. Furthermore the bias and statistical errors are reduced enormously because of a time-averaging technique.
The computational effort is considered in two parts: that required directly in computing the composition change because of reactions, and that required in the remainder of the PDF particle method. For the latter part, both the work and the storage scale linearly with the number of species. For the reaction part, the work depends on the complexity of the chemistry, its stiffness, and how it is implemented.
Numerical experiments of a nonpremixed piloted-methane-jet flame have been performed to compare the accuracy and efficiency of the new algorithm with the established stand-alone particle-mesh method PDF2DV. (Studies of a bluff-body stabilized flow with different PDF algorithms, including the new hybrid algorithm, can be found in [16] .) The conclusions from these studies are the following:
• The converged results (N pc → ∞ and M → ∞) with PDF-2D-FV are in good agreement with those of PDF2DV.
• For a given error tolerance PDF-2D-FV is much more efficient than PDF2DV (more than 20 times faster for the nonpremixed piloted-methane-jet flame test case). This is mainly due to the smaller bias error.
These results are very encouraging for joint velocity-frequency-composition PDF methods to be applied for complex 3D flow in the future.
APPENDIX A: VELOCITY FIELD INTERPOLATION
In Section 5.7 it has been pointed out that the dilatation field ∇ ·Ũ experienced by the particles is of fundamental importance in particle methods and that it makes most sense to use the mean velocities at the volume interfaces (computed by the flux solver) for the interpolation to the particle positions.
Next the 2D interpolation scheme used in our algorithm is derived. First we transform the rectangular cells into unit squares. The axes of the new coordinate system are denoted by x 1 and x 2 and their origin is at the bottom left corner of the transformed cell (Fig. 11) . Consider a representation of U 1 that is quadratic in x 1 and linear in x 2 , and correspondingly 
The gradients ∂U 1 /∂ x 1 and ∂U 2 /∂ x 2 are then given by
These representations have the following properties:
, and similarly for the other three corners.
2. The velocities normal to the cell faces (i.e., U 1 at the east and west faces, U 2 at the north and south faces) are independent ofÛ
To determine the coefficientsÛ
h 2 we require that ∇ · U vary linearly within the cell. At the four corners we have
Note that the average of the above four expressions is
independent ofÛ
Our algorithm to determine the velocity components at the volume corners and the coefficientsÛ
2 is: 1. To make (59) consistent with the FV part of the code, the velocity components at the corners of the volumes are chosen such that
where U a,c 1 is the x 1 velocity component of the mean flux (used in the finite-volume scheme) at the corresponding volume interface, and similarly for the other component and the other interfaces.
2. There are different possible choices for the velocity components at the volume corners to fulfill (60). To avoid oscillations we allow different values at a specific volume corner; i.e., we use a linear interpolation technique combined with the minmod limiter (Fig. 12) such that (60) is fulfilled: For example, for volume (i, j),
and for volume (i + 1, j), 4. For a given cell the additive adjustment
is made to (∇ ·Ũ) a,b,c,d in order that the average of the modified values 
which satisfies (58) and minimizes
In our case this scheme is applied in order to interpolate the mean velocity fieldŨ. In summary, within each cell, the mean velocity is given by (54) and (55), with the coefficients determined from the finite-volume cell-face velocities from (61), (62), and (66). Within each cell, ∇ ·Ũ varies bilinearly with x 1 and x 2 (for constant density flow, ∇ ·Ũ = 0 everywhere).
At the cell faces, the longitudinal velocity is discontinuous (because of the use of the minmod limiter and because the coefficientsÛ For a smooth field, these velocity discontinuities tend to zero as x 2 . Across cell faces ∇ ·Ũ is discontinuous because of the adjustment δ (64), which also decreases as x 2 .
Test Case: Particle Tracking
This case was to test the spatial accuracy of the velocity interpolation scheme. A number of particles are tracked in a given flow field (nonconstant density). All variables are nondimensionalized by a reference value of one in the corresponding SI units. The domain is the 2D plane with x 2 > −2, the velocity field is given by
and the density field is
The streamlines are circles, and the continuity equation is satisfied. For the interpolation we used the mean velocities and the mean densities at the volume interfaces of a uniform rectangular grid. It takes 2r α + r 2 (1 − cos(α)) seconds for a particle with the initial position (r , 0) to get to the position (r cos(α), r sin(α)). We tracked 50 particles, initially uniformly distributed on the line from (0.6, 0) to (0.65, 0), and chose the time t such that the most inner particle, i.e., the particle with the initial position (0.6, 0), has the final position (−0.6, 0). In Fig. 14 the mean position errors for three different grids are shown (with cell size 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively). The dashed line is for reference of exactly second oder.
APPENDIX B: TIME AVERAGING
The purpose of this appendix is to analyze a time-averaging technique for coupling the finite-volume scheme with the particle method such that the overall scheme is stable. Furthermore this time-averaging technique reduces the statistical error, and since all the terms in the SDEs and in the finite-volume scheme which are extracted from the particle field are time averaged, the bias error also is reduced.
For the finite-volume scheme we expect the mean residual σ n on the nth step to decay as σ n+1 = νσ n (for stable schemes 0 < ν < 1).
Now we consider the model system, which at time step n is characterized by γ n (which represents the finite-volume data) andβ n (which represents the the time-averaged extracted particle method data)
whereβ n i is the instantaneous extracted particle method data. Equation (71) represents the finite-volume scheme, and Eq. (72) is the time-averaging scheme (52) with the factor µ =
, where K is the time-averaging factor. Defining α n = γ n+1 − γ n and using (71) we can write
and definingβ n+1 i = a + bα n + cξ n+1 and δ n = a −β n (the expectation ofβ n i converges toward a constant a, has a statistical error which is proportional to a constant c, and is linearly dependent on α n ), one can write
Finally we get the model system . At the moment, we make no attempt in this direction. We choose an appropriate value for µ which is smaller than one, but large enough to have a stable scheme. To illustrate the convergence behavior of the model system (75), Fig. 18 shows log |α n | for b = 1.5, c = 0.0001, ν = 0.99, and three different values of µ. While the system is unstable for µ = 0.97, the best convergence rate is found for µ = 0.9979795896. The third convergence plot is obtained with µ = ν = 0.99. For reference the convergence history line of the system with β n ≡ 0 is shown. The horizontal lines represent the value c(1 − µ) for µ = 0.9979795896 and µ = 0.99. This is the statistical error where the convergence stalls.
Unfortunately the coupled finite-volume/particle method algorithm is much more complex than the studied model system. It is in general not straightforward to determine the parameters ν and b, and therefore it is difficult, if not impossible, to find the optimal choice for the factor µ. However, we can learn the following from the previous studies:
• The question of how well the coupled system converges (and if stable or not) depends not on the amplitude of noise (parameter c in the model system (75)), but on the convergence rate ν of the stand-alone finite-volume scheme, on the sensitivity ofβ i on γ (parameter b in the model system (71), (72)), and on the choice of the time-averaging factor K = • One can always find a value for µ such that the overall convergence rate ν overall (|λ 2 | in the model system (75)) is less than one.
• The convergence stalls, if the residual reaches O(c (1 − µ) ).
